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Prospect is a union of 150,000 members our membership ranges across all sectors of 
the economy including heritage and the culture sector. We represent staff at all levels in 
this sector in a wide range of employers including the National Museum of Scotland, 
National Library of Scotland, National Gallery of Scotland, Historic Environment 
Scotland and the National Trust for Scotland as well as the wider independent and 
charitable heritage sector. Prospect is also the main union for archaeologists in the UK. 

In total we represent around 3,500 Heritage and Culture staff working across Scotland. 

While visitor numbers are recovering and have often been stronger than organisations 
have budgeted for, they are still down compared to 2019 

The impact of the Scottish Budget has not been identical in different sectors as they 
recover from Covid. 

Covid support both from the UK and Scottish Government has largely dried up and most 
organisation have now fully reopened properties with the inherent overheads this 
implies. Settlements for public sector bodies have been exceptionally challenging with 
all organisations struggling to reach a balance between recovery, investment and staff. 

All organisations are struggling against the challenge of rising costs caused by spiraling 
inflation. They are also struggling to recruit and retain staff particularly within security 
and visitor service grades where the job market is becoming increasingly competitive. 

Within the organisations covered by pay policy initial budgets were so tight as to be 
unable to cover the very low levels of offers within pay policy with organisations having 
to go back to SG for further funding. 

They have been unable to find “pay bill flexibilities” to address inequality and for the 
most part they have been unable to progress work towards the 35-hour week due to 
cost concerns. 

The sector remains hard hit by both Brexit and Covid, recovery in visitor numbers is 
predicted to take years. Current inflationary pressures are impacting on organisations 
already heavily under pressure budgets. This is leading to significantly below inflation 
pay rises making the sector even less attractive to new entrants after years of below 
inflation pay settlements. NMS has highlighted pay as one of their strategic risks in their 
recently published strategic plan particularly around specialist roles where they are 
unable to compete with English museums and the university sector. Prospect has 
produced a report on the state of heritage as we come out of the pandemic and this will 
be forwarded separately. 



Minister have talked about fair work and an aspiration to reduce the working week 
across Scotland not only to 35 hours as set out in pay policy but to a four day week with 
no reduction in pay 
 
They have also set out a desire to increase access to culture and heritage widening 
participation and access. We support both these objectives. However, against a 
backdrop of reduced or frozen grants in aid it is difficult to see how the publicly funded 
heritage bodies can reduce their staff working week while maintaining or increasing 
opening hours without increased funding. Similarly in the charitable sector the tension 
between financial considerations, public access and staff well-being has often led to 
lower pay and inferior terms. The government needs to work with bodies across both 
the public, private and charitable sectors to help promote access and improve 
conditions for staff which will require funding. 
 
While public funds were provided during the pandemic for cultural bodies this was 
focussed primarily on survival rather than recovery, we are not aware of any specific 
examples beyond what we would consider normal practice of travelling exhibits and 
sponsorship from private organisations. There certainly does not appear to our 
members to have been a new approach to cultural funding post covid. 
 
For historical reasons in heritage Prospect tends not to operate in local government 
areas and therefore we have no view either positive or negatively on the COSLA 
proposals. 
 
We believe that some organisations have been given multi-year settlements, however, 
given the current very high level of uncertainty around inflation this is not necessarily the 
advantage it might have appeared to have been when inflation was reasonably low. 
 
Funding needs to at least keep pace with inflation to ensure budgets are not cut in real 
terms. Pay policy is one of the barriers to multi-year deals with staff costs being a major 
part of the spending of cultural bodies. Where multi-year inflation linked settlements 
were agreed it would be feasible to agree multi-year pay deals but this would also need 
to be linked to inflation. This would require a whole new approach to pay policy than we 
have seen from government thus far. 
 
It is essential in our view that future funding levels/awards are tied to strict conditionality 
on adherence to fair work first principles. Particularly as within live events and film there 
is a significant amount of one-off project funding by national agencies there are also fair 
work issues in some of the trading company/enterprise arms of the national collections 
who are not currently covered by pay policy. 
 
It is to their credit that cultural bodies have for the most part embraced digital working in 
a wholesale manner for their workforce in response to Covid. This has helped promote 
collaborative working within national bodies and reduced staff travel helping reduce the 
carbon footprint of organisations. 
 



It is also helping embedded digital skills and digital thinking which helps expand digital 
access. However, digitisation of collections is often viewed as “nice to have” funded as 
projects where staff are employed on temporary short-term contracts linked to short 
term funding. Digitisation and digital access should be at the forefront of heritage 
thinking in the future. It should be at the core of the work of organisations and that 
should include secure permanent posts for staff. 
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World class heritage  
– second class pay 

Prospect is proud to represent more than 10,000 professional and 

specialist members working in the heritage sector in areas such as 

curatorial, conservation, archaeology and visitor services. They work in 

museums and galleries, historic gardens, heritage sites, archaeological 

trusts, natural heritage, unique library collections and historic records. 

The contribution they make to our society and our economy is immense. 

But problems of endemic low pay in the sector mean that the cost-of-

living crisis they now face is especially acute. 

Why heritage matters 

Heritage makes a unique and vital contribution to our society and our economy. Numerous 

studies have confirmed its importance for health and wellbeing, community cohesion, child 

development and education,
1
 raising growth and productivity, and “levelling up” living standards 

and quality of life across the country. For example: 

 a study of cultural engagement in Scotland found that people attending museums or 

libraries were around 20 per cent more likely to report good health
2
  

 another study found that the positive mental health aspects of visiting museums and 

heritage sites was most pronounced in areas of high deprivation
3
 

 a comprehensive review of evidence found that “historic places and assets, and 

interventions associated with them, can have a wide range of beneficial impacts on the 

physical, mental and social wellbeing of individuals and communities”
4
 

 80 per cent of people agree that heritage sites and projects make their town or city a 

better place to live. Key benefits included “supporting local economies, making local 

areas more physically attractive, encouraging local pride, and increasing social 

cohesion.”
5
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Prior to the Covid 19 pandemic, the heritage sector was contributing £14.7bn in direct Gross 

Value Added to the UK economy
6
 – more than agriculture or pharmaceutical manufacturing, and 

only slightly less than total film and TV production or the entire car industry.
7
 In a single year 

(2015) UK heritage attracted 13.2 million international tourists, spending a total of £7.4.bn.
8
 

If indirect and induced impacts are added in, total GVA rises to £36.6bn.
9
 Funding for heritage 

has been found to have particularly high “multiplier” effects. For example: 

 on average, £1 of public sector expenditure on heritage-led regeneration generates £1.60 

additional economic activity over a ten-year period
10 

 a Transparent Economic Assessment model revealed that grants made from the National 

Lottery Heritage Fund generated a return of over three times what was originally 

invested
11

 

 a 2013 study by Oxford Economics found that the British Library delivers economic value 

of £5 for every £1 invested 

 for every £1 spent in on Local Authority Planning Archaeology, the local economy benefits 

from an average return of £15
12

 

These impacts are especially important to areas of the country where heritage makes a 

particularly valuable contribution to local and regional economies, such as the North East, Wales, 

and Scotland.
13

 

 

Source: Office for National Statistics; Centre for Economics and Business Research
14

 

Our heritage workforce 

All these benefits are made possible by the dedication and world-leading expertise of heritage 

sector workers.  

It has been estimated that in 2016 the average heritage worker produced around £67,000 a year 

in Gross Value Added (GVA) contributions - 61% higher than the UK non-financial sector 

average.
15

 That figure is likely to be even higher today. 
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Key elements of this workforce include: 

 archaeologists 

 archivists 

 conservators and curators 

 botanists and horticulturalists 

 education and outreach specialists 

 others working at museums, heritage sites and historic gardens, from front-of-house staff 

to essential technicians  

 surveyors, technicians, architects and other specialists supporting heritage projects 

They work across a range of different kinds of organisations, large and small, in the public, 

private and voluntary sectors. 

Many of these workers have high-level qualifications, and all have skills and expertise that the 

sector relies on. But levels of pay in the sector are far from high. 

 The Museums Association has described pay in museums as “notoriously low”. Its latest 

guidelines (published in 2017) put the median wage for Assistant Conservators at 

£21,303, and for Assistant Curators at £20,395
16

 

 The Chartered Institute for Archaeology has stated that “the problem of low pay has the 

potential to critically impact professional standards”. Starting salaries in the sector are 

reported to range from £21,000 to £25,000, with senior salaries at £32,000 to £41,000
17

  

 The ICON review of Conservators’ salaries found the average salary for all survey 

respondents, 77 per cent of whom had a Master’s Degree or PhD, was £31,814.
18

 20 per 

cent of respondents earned less than £25,000
19

 

Examples of currently advertised roles in the heritage sector include: 

 Learning Volunteer Coordinator at Science Museum London, “responsible for the 

recruitment and managers of groups of volunteers” with “experience of recruiting and 

managing a diverse range of volunteers”: £25,000
20

 

 Indoor Horticulturalist at Royal Botanic Gardens Edinburgh, “responsible for the 

maintenance and cultivation of some of RBGE’s research and conservation collections”, 

with “recognised horticultural qualification at SVQ or higher or equivalent work 

experience”: £21,213 pro rata
21

 

 Senior Collections and House Officer at National Trust Cragside – a “senior leadership 

role” for an “experienced people manager” with “operational experience of collections 

management and preventative conservation in a historic environment”: £26,000
22

 

 Volunteer Supervisor at Eltham Palace, with “relevant supervisory experience of a large 

team along with recruitment experience” and “experience of designing and delivering 

training programmes”: £21,965
23

 

 Visitor Experience Team Member at York Museums Trust, “involved in different aspects of 

the visitor experience; including interacting with visitors on galleries, delivering 

entertaining talks and tours, ticket sales and retail as well as providing information, 

supporting events and ensuring the safety of our visitors and security of our buildings and 

collections”: £19,100 (fte)
24
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 Assistant Inspector of Ancient Monuments at Historic England, with degree in 

Archaeology and “experience of managing change to archaeology and ancient 

monuments, including through the planning system”: £32,488
25

 

 Contact Centre Advisor, V&A: £20,686 pro rata
26

 

 Assistant Curator of Science and Antiquities at Museum of Liverpool, with “broad 

knowledge of science or horology” and “experience of using and updating collections 

management systems and a good understanding of museum documentation policies and 

standards”: £24,896
27

 

 Site Manager at Richmond Castle, responsible for “optimising every opportunity to 

generate income, achieving all site performance targets, including retail, through target 

setting, training and coaching your team in active selling” as well as “engaging the local 

community with what’s happening on site as well as ensuring that the site itself and its 

assets are safe and secure”: £21,548
28

 

 Front of House Assistant, V&A: £11 per hour
29

 

 Hands On History Crew, Stonehenge: £9.88 per hour
30

 

Most of these salaries are well below the UK national median full-time salary for 2021 of £31,285; 

all are below the UK national mean full-time salary of £38,131.
31

 Some are below the 

independently calculated National or London Living Wage (£9.90 and £11.05).
32

 In some cases 

workers undertaking these roles would qualify to claim in-work Universal Credit, particularly those 

with children and/or without a higher-earning partner. 

 

Source: industry surveys and currently advertised vacancies
33
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“I have been employed … in a full-time role for the last two years, working hands-on 

with their amazing collection, installing shows and working on their extensive loans 

programme. I am very proud to work in one of London's most renowned and visited 

institutions. However, my salary .. equates per hour to less than the London Living 

Wage) feels increasingly inadequate.” 

- Heritage worker, London 

“I have seen first-hand staff have to leave the unit or the industry all together as they 

cannot afford rents in the area. We had a trainee leave because all they could afford 

in the area was a room in a house share that was riddled with damp.” 

- Heritage sector supervisor, South East 

“I have … been informed that the colleagues have been receiving benefits for years 

(£300-£400 a month) despite being within the job for over a decade and in full time 

employment” 

- Heritage worker, London 

“Low pay” is typically defined by statisticians and policymakers as two-thirds of median pay.
34

 

Official data
35

 suggests that last year this would have stood at around £9.40 per hour gross pay, 

and that on this basis 

 more than one in five jobs at botanical and zoological gardens and nature reserves (over 

4,200 in total) were low-paid, paying just £9.16 an hour or less 

 one in ten museum jobs – around 2,700 in total – paid £9.50 an hour or less, suggesting 

that most of these would count as officially low paid 

 one in five jobs at historical sites and buildings – around 2,400 in total – paid £9.60 or 

less, suggesting that many of these were low paid 

Recent trends in heritage sector funding and pay 

The UK heritage sector has been under significant financial pressure for much of the past 

decade. Factors have included: 

 cuts to government funding – for example, a 15 per cent cut to DCMS funding for national 

museums between 2010 and 2014
36

 and further in subsequent years.
37

 and a 27 per cent 

cut in local authority funding for museums between 2010 and 2020
38

 

 cuts to funding for English Heritage
39

 and Historic England funding that have left it 

“hopelessly overstretched”
40
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 the impact of the Covid-19 pandemic and associated opening and travel restrictions on 

heritage sector revenues.
41

 Academic research has found that key heritage sectors 

including museums, botanical and zoological gardens, and historical sites and buildings 

were among the worst-hit sectors of the economy, with drops in activity of 20 to 40 per 

cent in 2020
42

 

Earnings have been stagnating in real terms for most of the UK workforce over the past decade. 

However ONS data indicates that heritage sector occupations or areas of employment, where 

these can be isolated, have suffered particularly sharp falls, in many cases falling below the UK 

median during this period. For example 

 Average hourly pay for “Archivists and curators” fell 18 per cent from £19.75 (in today’s 

money) in 2011 to £16.23 in 2021 

 Average hourly pay for “Conservation professionals” fell 25 per cent from £19.35 (in 

today’s money) in 2011 to £14.43 in 2021 

 Average hourly pay for museum workers fell 9 per cent from £14.86 (in today’s money) in 

2011 to £13.49 in 2021 

The only exception to this are those employed in the “Operation of historical sites and buildings 

and similar visitor attractions” – as these are the lowest paid, it seems likely that this is because 

of the impact of rises in the statutory National Living Wage, which has pushed up earnings in the 

very lowest-paid occupations relative to others over the past decade. 

 

Source: Prospect analysis of ONS earnings data 

These trends have contributed to high turnover, staff and skill shortages, and rising workloads 

across the sector. 
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“By necessity I have been looking at other positions and opportunities- I find this 
stressful as I genuinely enjoy what I do, but it doesn't appear financially viable … We 
have lost 4.5 curators from our team since the start of the Covid pandemic, through 
voluntary exit/ early retirement, completion of major projects and career progression. 
It has been made apparent due to lack of resources, these roles will not be replaced, 
but the demands on the team's resources, and workload has not changed 
accordingly.”  

- Heritage worker, London 

“I've noticed that proportionately people are having to have injury time off site a lot 
more frequently: I know fieldwork is a physical job but I suspect it's because our 
existing field team are overworked.” 

- Heritage worker, South East 

The outlook for 2022 

The cost-of-living is now increasing at rates not seen in the UK for decades. The Bank of England 

has forecast CPI inflation to reach 10 per cent this year; RPI inflation, typically 2 per cent or more 

higher than CPI, will likely be even more. The latest data from the ONS showed that already in 

May CPI had reached 9.1 per cent,
43

 and RPI 11.7 per cent.
44

 

The impact of such inflation rates on the living standards of heritage workers will be severe. For 

example: 

 a senior Archaeologist earning the minimum recommended salary of £31,600 faces a fall 

in the real value of their salary to around £28,500, a loss of around £3,000 

 a Conservator earning a typical salary of £28,630 faces a fall in the real value of their 

salary to around £26,000, a loss of around £2,750 

 a Science Museum Learning Volunteer Coordinator earning the currently advertised 

salary of £25,000 faces a loss in the real value of their salary to around £22,500, a loss of 

around £2,500 

 an entry-level Archaeologist earning a salary of £21,000 faces a fall in the real value of 

their pay to around £19,000, a loss of around £2,000 

Even these figures understate the impact on some people, with poorer households facing 

effective inflations rates of up to 2 per cent more than the headline measure because they spend 

a larger part of their income on items like food and fuel.
45

 

The effect of accelerating inflation will be compounded for most heritage workers this year by 

changes to tax and National Insurance rates and, for some, policies on Universal Credit and other 

benefits: 

 Additional employee National Insurance Contributions of 1.25% equate to more than £200 

a year for those on median full-time salaries, and around £100 a year for those on around 

£20,000 a year  

 Those receiving Tax Credits or Universal Credit will see a fall in the real terms value of 

their entitlement (against CPI) of 4.2 per cent or more, as a result of the Government’s 

decision to uprate benefits by just 3.1 per cent. For the average household in receipt of 
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Universal Credit recipient this equates to around £7.50 a week, or £400 a year. This 

comes on top of the £20 a week cut to payments in October.
46

 

It remains to be seen how far heritage workers will be able to offset these impacts by bargaining 

for higher pay awards this year.  

 

Independent labour market surveys indicate that average pay awards across the economy could 

be higher than usual this year.
47

 Prospect has been able to secure higher-than-usual pay awards 

for some heritage workers, in some cases above 5 per cent. However, these still fall well short of 

forecast inflation rates for the year of 10 per cent and above. They are also not likely to be 

matched in the many museums, galleries and other heritage sector employers covered by the 

Government’s civil service pay policy, which limits awards to 2 per cent (or 3 per cent if needed 

“to address specific priorities in their workforce and pay strategies”).
48

  

“I'm resigned to never being able to purchase a house on this income. My rents going 

up and utilities are too … I love doing this work but I don't see how it can be feasible 

long term and I'm required to start looking outside archaeology I think if I want to 

actually prosper.” 

- Heritage worker, South East 
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“With the cost-of-living crisis it's hard to see how the archaeological sector is going to 

cope, the industry already has an acknowledged shortage of staff, if the staff we do 

have cannot afford food or decent accommodation and find higher paid work 

elsewhere” 

- Heritage worker, South East 

“colleagues are reporting to me that they are now skipping meals and are weighing 

up whether to commute to work or eat.” 

- Heritage worker, London 

“I have had to stop paying for counselling/therapy as I cannot afford this as well as 

putting food on the table ... The toll this has taken on my mental health is immense.” 

- Heritage worker, Scotland 

 

What Prospect is campaigning for 

Prospect believes it is time we properly valued the experts and specialists who bring so much 

value to our lives and add so much value to our economy. This means: 

1. Greater value and recognition given to heritage and heritage workers, with 

improved funding to address historic low pay levels and the current cost-of-living 

crisis. 

2. Greater employer flexibility on pay, terms and conditions, to enable wages to better 

reflect skills, qualifications, knowledge and experience. 

3. Meaningful pay progression mechanisms to ensure heritage staff can progress 

their careers and earnings. 

To find out more visit our website at https://prospect.org.uk/heritage/ 
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